In this paper, we prlesent an extension of moment computation to 2-port Fircuits. Our formulas are applicable to both transfei; function moments and drivingpoint admittance mompnts. Given the input admittances, output admittaikes, and tiansfer functions of two 2-ports, our formu1;ls compute the input admittance, output admittance, and 'transfer function when these 2-ports are combined eithbr in parallel or in series. A nice conclusion of our wort/: is the discovery our formulas form an elegant framework integrating the results from two classical papers, Rpbinstein et al. & O'Brien and Savarino, for computin;E the Elmore delay and drivingpoint admittance momepts in RC trees.
Introductioih and Motivations
In recent years, timing hnalysis methods based on moments have become incibeasingly popular [ l] [4]. These methods are typically Faster than SPICE by two orders of magnitude for bigital and/or interconnect circuits, while retain a hilbh degree of accuracy. The efficient computation of nboments is crucial for these timing analysis methods, slice this step can be very timeconsuming, particularly~ for large circuits.
A majority of large c~ircuits are composed of subcircuits, and it would be beineficial if moment computation can take advantage of tbe hierarchies formed by these subcircuits to shorten cl mputation time. For example, if the moments of subc,rcuits 1 are already computed, it would be desirable to nluse these moments in computing the moments of therpverall circuit, instead of having to calculate the momeniCs of the overall circuit from the ground up. What is nebded is a way to calculate moments hierarchically. ~ ~ This work is supported by ~NSF grant MIP-9529077 and grant 96-067 from the Californizi MICRO program.
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In this paper, we present an extension of moment computation to 2-port circuits. Our formulas are applicable to both transfer function moments and drivingpoint admittance moments. A nice conclusion of our work is the discovery our formulas form an elegant framework integrating the results from two classical papers, Rubinstein et al. & O'Brien and Savarino, for computing the Elmore delay and driving-point admittance moments in RC trees. Figure I illustrates the applications of our formulas. In Figure 1 , 2-ports PI and P2 are in parallel, with P? in series with both of them. Driver and Output are the driver and output stage, respectively. Please note there is no loop in this circuit: signals can only propagate "down" the circuit, not "up".
Applications of Our Formulas
Given the transfer function, input admittance, and output admittance of every 2-port in this circuit, our formulas compute the input and output admittances of the entire circuit, as well as the transfer function between arbitrary nodes on either Path1 or Path2, and when Path1 and Path2 are combined. Thus with our formulas, we can compute the transfer function, input admittance, and output admittance of the overall circuit hierarchically from those of the individual constituent 2-ports.
Notations
In this section we introduce the notations used in the rest of this paper. For an illustration of these notations, please refer to classroom use is grant2 without fee rovided thHt copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage, the copyright notice, the title of the publication and its date appear, and notice ig given that copying is by permission of ACM, Inc. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, Expanding (3), (4), iind (5) into moments and rearranging terms, we get the polynomial expressions for
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are known. Thus, Ha,h, 15. and Yd can be computed.
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(' ) Y a (') , and y y ) as stated in Theorem 4.2. To compute the Elmore delay of a path consisting of more than one segment, Theorem 5.2 below must be used in conjunction with (10 
Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a method to hierarchically compute moments for 2-port circuits. In addition, we demonstrated that our formulas form an elegant framework integrating results from two classical papers: Rubinstein et al. & O'Brien and Savarino. 
